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I 
 

Promise Made 
Promise Kept ! 

 
They had thought :    He’s rich hence he’s fit for the highest office 

He’s been able to manage businesses   he’ll be able to manage people 
Still why will the American people bitterly regret    long after he’s gone     

Having given him the presidency of the United States ?    Here is a glimpse 
In the story of Don-The-Truth-Twister   a self-centered real estate mogul 
A narcissistic showbiz actor   who mixed governing with reality tv shows      

 
I am Don Juan The-Greatest     I have many other names 

Which I will reveal to you soon      I was born in a wealthy family 
Just after World War II    Today I have fantastic friends worldwide 

All strong men from Moscow     Riyadh Rome Rio etcetera 
 

When I was old enough     to start My own business 
My father gave Me a small loan     hardly 1 million bucks 
I actually do not remember    whether he gave Me 1M 
Or 0.5B like Fake News claims    as it was so long ago 

 
Apart from My unique ability   to coin disparaging nicknames 

My style is successful    thanks to the power of mantras such as 
Fantastic Great-job Believe-Me Deal 5.7-Billion    and Wall-wall-wall 

Frankly Mar-a-Lago Shutdown Crooked-Hilary Hoax   and Me-Me-Me 
Witch-hunt No-collusion Fake-news Alien-Invaders   and Win-win-win 
Disgrace Looser Crowds Lots-of-people I-won-the-election    and I-I-I 
Done-more-in-first-2-years-than-any-President   and Don-Don-Don    

 
I cleverly combine these words     with the metaphor the hyperbole 
And the vitriolic insult   all of which are My cherished figures of style 

To electrify My Base and make sure     they back Me unwaveringly 
 

Concepts such as     Integrity Forgiveness Honesty and Humility 
Truth Apology Honor and Bridge    Subpoena and Impeachment     
Resignation and so on     are not part of My rhetoric believe Me 

 
I’m honored to have    the greatest temperament 

That anybody has    I’m The-Defender-of-the-Have-nots 
I’ll be The-Greatest-Jobs-President    that God ever created 

I’m The-Only-Fixer that will fix      all our nation’s evils 
 

Everybody loves Me     and you know what ? 
I’ve been very successful    I’m The-Ultimate-Winner 

All of the women on The Apprentice     flirted with Me 
Consciously or unconsciously    married or not married  
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I failed just once    when attempting to seduce Nancy 

Not the super left     and radicalized one of course 
I think I’ll always    have problems with Nancies 

And other self-proclaimed      strong women 
Especially those      who bill themselves as     

My equals    My constitutional matches 
It’s really a shame   what’s happening 

With such folk !   It’s a disgrace !       
So sad !    So disgusting ! 

 
Well I moved on the right Nancy and I failed I'll admit it 
I The-Handsome-One-with-long-and-beautiful-fingers  
And other parts of My body  
I The-Seducer-with-the-longest-penis 
Did try and fuck her 
Although she was married 
And I moved on her very heavily 
I moved on her like a bitch 
But I couldn't get there 
Then all of a sudden I see her 
She's now got the big phony tits and everything 
You know, a flat chested person will never be my first choice  
Well I see her and she's totally changed her look ! 
You know I'm automatically attracted to beautiful— 
I just start kissing them 
It's like a magnet 
Just kiss 
I don't even wait 
And when you're a star they let you do it 
You can do anything 
Grab 'em by the pussy 
You can do anything  
Women, you have to treat them like s**t  
You know, it really doesn't matter what the media write  
As long as you've got a young and beautiful piece of ass 
 
Oh I regret so much Ivanka is My daughter 
Otherwise I would have dated her ! 
Actually nobody has more respect for women than I do ! 
 

Let Me tell you okay ?      Let Me tell you the truth 
I’m a very stable Genius     I'm The-Really-Smart-Guy 

I was The-Really-Good-Student      at the best school in the country 
Sorry losers and haters     but My IQ is one of the highest in the world 

And you all know it !      Please don't feel so stupid or insecure 
I said to Myself :    Look, it's not their fault ! 
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So I pay no federal income tax   nor do I release my tax returns 
I am speaking with Myself     because I have a very good brain ! 

 
My voters say    and they are right : 

"Let’s just cancel the election    and just give it to Don” 
As to My unfortunate opponent    the weak Crooked-Hilary 
I frankly think the only card she has      is the women's card 
She has got nothing else going     Frankly if she were a man 

I am not sure she would get     even 5% of the vote 
And the nice thing is   women don't like her okay ? 

 
Lock Her up ! 
Lock Her up ! 

 
Voters love Me !    I could stand in the middle of 5th Avenue 
And shoot somebody     and I wouldn't lose any voters okay ? 
I think I never make mistakes     That’s why I never apologize 

Every time somebody said     I made a mistake 
They do the polls     and My numbers go up 

 
My voters say    and they are right : 

"We need a leader      that wrote The Art of the Deal" 
The only difference between Me      and the other candidates 
Is that I'm more honest     and My women are more beautiful 

I'm not a schmuck !     Even if the world goes to hell 
In a handbasket    I won't lose a penny 

 
I've had a beautiful       and flawless campaign 
You'll be writing books     about this campaign 

 

II 
 

Make America  
Safe Again ! 

 
So I defeated Crooked-Hilary      and won the election 

I The-Unmatched-Orator     that electrifies crowds at rallies 
So I became the 45th POTUS   The-Leader-of-the-civilized-world 
And also The-Tireless-Twitter-   that-tweets-ere-the-sun-rises 

 
What I do best in life    I The-Smart-One 

I build and brand    I am The-Fantastic-Builder 
Nobody builds walls better than Me     believe Me 

I have built beautiful Don Towers    and huge Don Hotels 
And amazing Don Golf Courses    and Don Casinos 

By the way     I am The-Greatest-Golf-Player 
And nobody plays    golf better than Me 
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I am The-Gifted-Builder     who builds all over the world 

I even planned to build a Don Hotel     in the heart of Moscow 
Where My friend Putin would enjoy     a luxury loft worth millions 
I would’ve done a fantastic job    while I The-Genius was running 

For President     of the United MAGA-hat-wearing supporters 
Oh My fellow genuine Americans     let’s chant together : 

 
Make America  
Great Again ! 

 
“Make America Great Again”  or MAGA in short 
Is the greatest phrase    in the history of politics 

 
I Don-The-Greatest      will build a great a tall wall 

And nobody builds walls    better than Me believe Me 
And I will build them in concrete    and very inexpensively 
I The-Builder will build a great great wall    to make an end 

At the humanitarian crisis     on our southern border 
And I will make Mexico     pay for that Wall 

Mark My words !    Mark My words ! 
Please repeat    after Me : 

 
Who’s gonna pay for the Wall ? 

Mexico ! 
Who’s gonna pay for the Wall ? 

Mexico ! 
 

When Mexico sends its people    they do not send their best 
They're sending immigrants    that have lots of problems 

They're bringing drugs     They're bringing crime 
They're rapists    gang members and terrorists 

I will build a wall      on our southern border 
A wall to block caravans     of alien criminals 

 
I will build a wall to boost    My 2020 re-election race 

I want it to be so beautiful     because maybe someday 
They’ll call it “The Don Wall”    It’ll be a monument to Me 

It’ll be a visible legacy     of My awesome achievement 
It’ll be in concrete     or non-wearing steel slats 

It’ll be there     for all the world to admire 
Even when I leave    the Oval Office 

 And way beyond   way beyond ! 
 

Maybe they’ll put My name on it     in gold filigree 
It’ll stand for future generations     to be reminded 
Of The-Glorious-Emperor-    of-the-United-States 

The-Smart-Winner   The-Master-Wall-Builder 
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Build that Wall ! 
Build that Wall ! 

 
I had a dream a grand vision     I went to the Memorial 

Though just for 2 minutes    and I dreamt of the day when 
Crowds from all over the world     would come to the border 
And admire My steel signature    while valuing the high price 
I would’ve paid to get it built :    the longest shutdown ever 

That left almost a million federal workers     in distress 
 

I had vowed to take the mantle for it     and I was so proud 
Indeed I just needed 5.7 billion dollars     peanuts compared 

To the billions and billions     we pay every year without a wall 
Just a few billion bucks      the super left and radicalized Dems 
Did not want to give Me   to fund My border Wall My Shrine 

I’m ready any time    for another shutdown showdown ! 
 

I think I am actually humble    a word I hate to pronounce 
I think I’m much more humble     than you would understand 
Let Me tell you just a few truths    so you memorize who I am 

 
I’m very highly educated     I went to an Ivy League school 

I have the world’s greatest memory    although I hate reading 
I’m The-Most-Popular-Person    in the history of our great GOP 
I beat Honest Abe !    The beauty of Me is that I’m very wealthy 
I who started with just a small million    that My father lent Me 

 
I have the most scathing words   but I’m the least racist person 
No one reads the Bible more than Me    everybody knows that  

 
You Generous RNA    you have a true friend in the White House 

A friend who remains thankful     for your unprecedented backing 
In defeating Crooked-Hilary     and winning the presidential election 
I’m The-Biggest-Gun-Lover    I’m The-Second-Amendment-Person 

Believe me I’m The-Biggest-Fan-    of-the-Second-Amendment 
 

Thanks to your backing    I became The-Commander-in-chief      
You know what ?     Russia actually wishes Crooked-Hillary 
Had won the election     because of all the amazing things 

That have been happening in our country   since I took over 
 

Make a Wall  & 
Crime Will Fall ! 
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III 
 

This story   of The-Border-Wall-obsessed-king 
Grandson of Friedrich Trumpf       an immigrant 
From Germany   who made a fortune in the USA   
Don The-universal-Insulter     who spares nobody 
The Lier-in-chief       who tells more lies in one day 
Than any human being       on the face of the earth 

The-impulsive-real-estate-Mogul-   and-Fear-monger 
The unpredictable and autocratic   personal attacker   
Master of shameless depravity     and braggadocio  
Exaggerations inaccuracies       and contradictions 
The-brilliant-Self-aggrandizer   and Self-flatterer 
The-Chaos-king     cherished by bad faith aides 
The unexpected winner   of the electoral vote 
The-spoilt-Child      that always gets his way 
This amazing story     of inebriating power  
Was told to you    by a poet called Bênyì 

Born in a so-called    s**thole country 
To show you    what parody praise is 
To teach you    what a kasàlà is not 

 
He daily listened to news      from the United States 

He desperately studied papers    by famous analysts such as 
Gloria Borger Michael Harrison    Warren Michaels Chris Cillizza  
And many many others    from West and East, North and South    

In the hope of finding    one or two enlightening thoughts 
 From the leader    of the so-called developed world 

 
He listened and listened     read and read 

He searched everywhere    but he could find none 
The Western world   had reached the end of a cycle 

With populist presidents    unmatched dividers 
 Master builders of walls    visible or invisible 

Which strip Man    of his/her Ubuntu 
 

 
 

 


